The design of robotic systems is largely dictated by our purely human intuition about how we perceive the world. This intuition has been proven incorrect with regard to a number of critical issues, such as visual change blindness. In order to develop truly autonomous robots, we must step away from this intuition and let robotic agents develop their own way of perceiving. The robot should start from scratch and gradually develop perceptual notions, under no prior assumptions, exclusively by looking into its sensorimotor experience and identifying repetitive patterns and invariants. One of the most fundamental perceptual notions, space, cannot be an exception to this requirement. In this paper we look into the prerequisites for the emergence of simplified spatial notions on the basis of a robot's sensorimotor flow. We show that the notion of space as environmentindependent cannot be deduced solely from exteroceptive information, which is highly variable and is mainly determined by the contents of the environment. The environment-independent definition of space can be approached by looking into the functions that link the motor commands to changes in exteroceptive inputs. In a sufficiently rich environment, the kernels of these functions correspond uniquely to the spatial configuration of the agent's exteroceptors. We simulate a redundant robotic arm with a retina installed at its end-point and show how this agent can learn the configuration space of its retina. The resulting manifold has the topology of the Cartesian product of a plane and a circle, and corresponds to the planar position and orientation of the retina.
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Introduction
The classical approach to the control of robotic systems consists in developing an electro-mechanical model of the robot, defining the range of operating conditions, and building algorithms for robot/environment state estimation and robot control. This approach, while efficient in highly controlled environments (such as robotized factories), can lead to severe failures when operating under unforeseen circumstances. Making robots more autonomous and capable of operating in unstructured a priori unknown environments is the main objective of modern robotic research.
The application of techniques from machine learning and artificial intelligence has enabled significant progress in this direction over recent decades. Numerous solutions have been proposed for online robot self-modelling [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] (see also [6] for a comprehensive review) and recovery from unknown damages [7, 8, 9] . These solutions usually define a set of building blocks (such as rigid bodies) and the rules of their connection (e.g. joints) and try to find the combination of these blocks that best accounts for the incoming sensory information given the motor commands. Examples using such an approach can be found for instance in [10, 11] and more recently in [12, 13] . Another approach avoids defining building blocks but instead adds some pre-processing of the sensory flow to avoid facing its raw complexity, generating inputs that suit the task. Such pre-processing can for instance be used to define the coordinates of the robot's hand in the visual field to learn a kinematic model of the arm [14, 15] or a target object for reaching [16, 17] .
Although this type of approach often produces spectacular results, its robustness and efficiency strongly depend on the choice of the building blocks and pre-processing algorithms. This makes the entire approach heavily biased by the designer's intuition, which is rooted in human perception and which is not necessarily best suited for robots, whose sensors and effectors differ significantly from those of human beings. To understand the implications of this difference, consider the fact that the entire field of computer vision has been biased by the false perceptual intuition that seeing is similar to having a photo of the visual scene [18, 19] and that stepping aside from this paradigm can yield unexpectedly fruitful results [20, 21, 22] . Thus, to make robotic systems truly autonomous and robust, we need to shed the biases imposed on us by our own perceptual system and let robots develop their own ways of perceiving the world. Few studies adopting such a radical approach to control robots have been proposed [23, 24, 25] . Although these studies are in line with our approach, they do not directly address the problem of space perception (or only implicitly through the robot's ability to move in its environment). This will be the main focus of the present paper.
In order to minimize a prioris about perceptual systems we consider a robotic agent designed as a tabula rasa receiving undifferentiated sensory inputs (e.g. not knowing whether a given one of them comes from a video camera or from an encoder in a joint) and sending out undifferentiated motor outputs. Perceptual structures can emerge as stable patterns in the agent's sensorimotor flow. This approach, when applied to visual information, can lead to the discovery of stable features, such as edges, similar to those present in the human visual cortex [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . A similar approach, formalized in the language of information theory [31] , can make it possible to describe the topological structure of the agent's surface [32] and certain properties of its interaction with the environment [33, 34, 35] . The cited studies clearly show that tabula rasa agents can learn basic properties of the available sensorimotor information. However, only the simplest perceptual notions are straightforwardly dictated by the sensory inputs themselves. More complicated notions represent laws linking sensations and actions, rather than particular instances of sensory information [36] . Space, which does not correspond to any particular sensory inputs, is one such a notion.
Can a tabula rasa approach be used to model the acquisition of the notion of space? In order to answer this question we first need to decide on what we mean by the term space. In mathematics, various spaces are described: topological, metric, linear, etc. Each of these notions captures certain features of what we usually mean by space. For example, topological spaces only feature the notion of proximity, and can be thought of as reflecting an agent with a highly impaired ability to make distance judgments (which is true for humans performing certain tasks). Although rather primitive, topological space nevertheless includes some fundamental aspects of space in general, such as dimensionality, and its notion can be useful in such tasks as the mapping of large spaces [37] . Metric spaces are more complicated objects, which imply precise information of distances. They provide the tool required to work with such notion as the length of a path, and can underlie navigation abilities. In particular, knowledge of a metric space enables odometry and SLAM [38, 39, 40] . Linear spaces introduce the notion of the vector, which is an efficient tool for describing motion. The link between motion and linear spaces is used in many studies that address the problem of space acquisition. Thus, Poincaré [41] suggested that spatial knowledge emerges from the agent's capacity to move, with spatial relations such as the distance to an object being internally encoded as potential motor commands. The agent's ability to move has also played an essential role in more recent works on space [37, 42, 43] . Philipona and co-authors showed in [44] that under certain conditions the dimensionality of space can be estimated by analyzing only sensorimotor information that is available to the agent. This result launched a series of publications by the present authors, extending the conditions of dimension estimation [45] and applying similar ideas to different agents and robotic systems [46, 47, 48] .
Knowing the number of spatial dimensions is not, however, the same as having the notion of space. It has recently been shown that the notion of space can be learned as a proprio-tactile mapping [43] or as a group of rigid transformations of the environment [49] . Here we focus on a different aspect of spatial knowledge, probably the simplest that can be extracted by a naive agent. In order to introduce it, let us first note that mathematical spaces (topological, metric, etc.) do not emphasize what is special about our subjective experience of space. Mathematical spaces can be applied, for example, to describe the full set of an agent's body postures, or motor commands, or even the outputs of every pixel in the agent's visual sensor (e.g. camera). However, these examples clearly do not correspond to what we usually mean by space. We believe that what characterizes space is the particular structure that it imposes on possible sensorimotor experiences. It can be identified in the laws that govern the way sensory inputs change as the agent moves around.
The first and most basic property of those laws is an invariance: space does not depend on the particular environment, nor on the particular posture of the agent. The agent must somehow know that its sensor is at the same spatial position independently of what objects are around and what are the positions of the other sensors. In other words, the first aspect of the notion of space is the "point of view" from which the agent "looks" at the world (here we adopt visual terminology for simplicity, but the notion must not depend on the particular type of sensors in question: camera, microphone, or taxel array). From now on, when we speak about the notion of space we will be referring to the set of the agent's "points of view". These "points of view" are the precursors to the more convenient notion of "point", which is the basic element of what we call space, and which can be used to build more complex notions of space. Note that in our approach, we are looking at the problem of space from the agent's point of view. Instead of taking the existence of external space for granted, we are trying to identify signs of it in the agent's sensorimotor flow, and to see what makes the notion of space useful to the agent. Our hope is that by learning how the notion of space can be constructed from the sensorimotor flow we will acquire a better understanding of how other perceptual notions can be learned, such as body, object, etc. In this respect, our work is notably different from the field of research on body schema acquisition, which is already the subject of a large literature. The question of space is usually eluded in these studies, as it is supposed to be either an unnecessary prerequisite for action or to already have been acquired. This study extends our previous work [48] , where a neural network was used to learn a mapping between the motor space and an internal representation of the agent's external configuration. This internal representation was generated online during the exploration of multiple environments. The present paper introduces two main improvements. First, it offers a clear definition of the structure of the constraints captured by the agent. In doing so, it makes explicit the mapping that was implicitly captured by the neural network in our previous study. Second, the metrics of the internal representation are no longer derived statistically from the exploration of multiple sensory manifolds, but from motor data. This ensures its independence from the actual content of the explored environments. The current study complements our previous work [49] , which assumes that the agent already possesses the notion of space as a collection of "points of view" and determines a group of rigid displacements over them, thus approaching the notion of geometry in the sense of Klein.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the problem of space acquisition, illustrated with a simplified agent. The representation variance w.r.t. the environmental changes is highlighted, and a solution to this problem is proposed. Next, it is shown in Section 3 how the manifold of points of view can be obtained in a more complicated case, and a discussion on the genericity of the results follows. Finally, a conclusion ends the paper.
Problem statement
In this section, two simple scenarios are presented to illustrate the key idea of the paper. A first agent is introduced to show why considering only exteroception is problematic when attempting to produce a stable internal representation of spatial properties. A solution to this problem is proposed through a second agent, with the introduction of motor information into the constraint-capturing process.
Formalization and definitions
In the following, we consider so-called naive agents which have no a priori knowledge about the world they are immersed in and, in particular, about the existence and structure of space. We assume that they have access to both motor and exteroceptive sensory information. We also assume here that any possible proprioceptive sensory information is a redundant copy of motor information. We thus ignore it and consider only motor information. The agent's motor output and sensory input are respectively defined as:
where m n , n ∈ {1, . . . , N } is the command driving the n-th motor and s k , k ∈ {1, . . . , K} is the output of the k-th sensor distributed on the agent's body. The sets of all possible outputs m and inputs s are respectively called motor and sensory space. For any state of the environment, denoted E, we postulate a sensorimotor law σ such that:
This relation specifies that, according to the physics of the world, any motor output m is associated with a sensory input s for a given environment E. Note that the sensorimotor law is of course unknown to the naive agent. The objective of this paper is to understand why and how the notion of space can emerge in such a naive agent whose whole experience is captured by this unknown sensorimotor law. From an external point of view, space is usually understood as a container in which the agent and objects are immersed and in which they are endowed with the notions of (relative) position/orientation and can go through transformations (displacements). Nonetheless, explaining how such sophisticated notions can emerge from an agent's raw sensorimotor interactions with its environment(s) is far from trivial. In particular, we need to be able to answer the following question: how can the agent discover that there exists a stable external structure within which it lives and which corresponds to what we, humans, call "space"?
From the point of view of a naive agent with no a priori knowledge about space, this notion needs to be reconsidered through the prism of sensorimotor information. We propose to consider space as a set of constraints that all possible functions σ . (.) satisfy. Moreover, since the structure of space should not depend on its content, those constraints have to be invariant to the environmental state E. In this paper, the naive agent's objective is to capture the existence of these constraints. More precisely, we assume that the agent's intrinsic drive is to capture structures underlying its sensorimotor experience and to represent it in an economical way. We hypothesize that the discovery of the spatial constraints can be materialized by the construction of an internal representation of the agent's configuration with respect to the external space it is immersed in. It can be argued that such an explicit internal representation is unnecessary. As suggested in [48] , the constraints could of course be captured implicitly in the system. The explicit internal representation will however be useful for an algorithmic / semantic agent, as opposed to a distributed neural-networks-based agent. In what follows, this approach is illustrated with two "toy examples" and then applied to a simulated robot arm in section 3.
The variability of sensory experience
When thinking about space, there is a natural tendency to focus on information provided by the agent's exteroceptive flow. Without any a priori knowledge, this is indeed the only source of information about the external world. In keeping with this fact, most work in robotics about the discovery of spatial properties relies on the analysis of exteroceptive data. One example [50] can be cited where a camera is used to infer the approximate topology of the environment that a mobile robot operates in. In an overwhelming majority of cases, exteroceptive sensory data are even pre-processed so as to already carry spatial knowledge according to the roboticist's own a priori knowledge (for instance the position of the robot's hand in [3, 51] ). However, as implied by (2), the K raw sensory inputs s k depend on the state of the environment E: the sensory input s changes with the objects in the environment. Thus, it is not obvious how the notion of space, which should be independent of a particular environment, can be extracted from data that depends so heavily on it.
To illustrate the problem, consider the so-called "toy agent" depicted in Fig. 1 . For the sake of simplicity, the agent is immersed in a 2D space. It has a simple T-shaped structure which is moved along a line by a single motor command m = m 1 . It is endowed with two light sensors placed on its top, such that s = (s 1 , s 2 )
T . The environment is made up of L = 5 point light sources randomly distributed around the agent. The sensory inputs are generated as Figure 1 : The agent can move its sensors in external space using its motor. Although the external agent configuration x can be the same, its sensory experience varies greatly depending on the structure of the environment.
follows:
where d i,l is the Euclidean distance between the i-th sensor and the l-th light source.
The agent can explore its environment by moving along a line (parametrized by x from an external point of view), for example by sending out random values of the motor command m. For each motor output, it receives the corresponding sensory input s. If the environment is static and invariant during exploration, these collected outputs form a 1D manifold S in the agent's sensory space (see Fig. 1, center) . This result was expected, as the dimensionality of the manifold S is determined by the number of degrees of freedom during exploration [46] . In some sense, the sensory manifold S describes the agent's internal experience of its translation in space, and is the only information it can gather about space. However, S depends dramatically on the environment: the same exploratory movements performed in a different environment E will yield another sensory manifold S , which is totally different from S (see Fig. 1 , center and right). Consequently, it is difficult for the agent to extract knowledge about space -which should be independent of the state of the environment -from exteroceptive experience.
Introducing motor information to capture external information
Biological findings suggest that the development of visual spatial perception is extremely dependent on the agent's ability to move actively, and not simply observe the visual changes caused by passive displacements in space [52] . A similar conclusion can be drawn from sensory substitution experiments [53] . This difference between the active and passive generation of the same sensory experience reflects the importance of the knowledge of motor commands during the acquisition of spatial knowledge. From a more philosophical point of view, Poincaré [41] also suggested that the notion of space and displacements should necessarily be rooted in the agent's ability to move. We thus propose to introduce motor information in our attempt to establish how a naive agent can discover space.
As described above, we define space as a set of constraints on the sensorimotor relationship s = σ E (m) which maps motor output m onto the sensory space. It thus seems natural to look for space not in exteroceptive data themselves, but in the laws linking motor actions m to the sensory inputs s. Moreover, since space should be independent of its content, some of the constraints on these laws have to be invariant to the state of the environment.
To illustrate the process by which this invariance can be captured, let us introduce a slightly less trivial toy agent which differs from the previous one in that it has two redundant actuators, m 1 and m 2 , as shown in Fig.2 . Just like the previous one, this new agent can explore its environment by sending random commands m = (m 1 , m 2 )
T and moving its exteroceptors in space along what, from an external point of view, is the same line. Evidently, for the environment E the second agent will discover the same sensory manifold S as the first (see Fig.1 , center). However, the structure of its motor space is different, since 2 motors are now involved in the generation of the 1D manifold S. In other words, there exist distinct sets of motor outputs m that generate the same sensory input s. Hence, for any sensory input s from S related to a position of the agent in space, there exist a variety of motor outputs m such that σ E (m) = s, for a given environmental state E. Such a coincidence in sensory inputs can be noticed, and the underlying motor outputs can be associated, defining the sets
The sets M s can be seen as the kernels of the functions σ E − s, ∀s ∈ S. The aforementioned structural difference between the motor space and the sensory manifold S reveals the existence of constraints that apply to sensorimotor experience. Assuming an intrinsic drive to reduce the complexity of the internal representation of the agent's sensorimotor experience, the agent should thus be driven to capture the structure underlying those constraints. By doing so, it discovers the notion of space, as we defined it above. Such a discovery would not be expected in the first toy agent. Indeed, no additional structure was required to capture the sensorimotor experience, as there was a one-to-one relationship between motor output m and the corresponding sensory state s. Rigorously speaking, it can be argued that a notion of space was also captured in the first toy example, as in that case too space exists and constrains the sensorimotor system. But those constraints are so trivial that they do not stimulate the agent to capture any underlying structure in its experience. It thus does not fit our definition.
For the example under consideration, the two motor commands m 1 and m 2 are redundant in determining the agent's position x in space . The sets M s thus take the form of oblique lines, such that m 1 + m 2 = x (see Fig. 2 , right). In general and for any agent, if the environment E is rich enough, the sensory input s is different for different positions of the exteroceptors in Figure 2 : The agent can move its sensors using two redundant motors. Any external configuration x of the sensors is thus internally related to a set of redundant motor configurations M i . Those sets define a manifold which can be used to represent the external configuration via an internal parameter q.
space. Note that in very peculiar environments this statement can be false. Seen through the agent's sensors, some environments could for instance present symmetries such that multiple spatial configurations of the agent would generate the same sensory input. If the same symmetry were to recur in every explored environment, the final structure captured by the agent would differ from what an external observer would expect. This is known to be the case for animals raised in particularly structured visual environments [52, 54] . However, it must be understood that to the agent's subjective experience, such an altered notion of space would be perfectly suitable as long as it worked for all environments that the agent encountered. On the other hand, if such symmetries are rare, we assume that the agent tries to capture a structure that is generic to all the explored environments. Such exotic cases are thus statistically filtered out in the experience accumulated during the agent's lifetime. Those particular cases aside, every set M s corresponds to a certain input s but also to a certain position of the agent in space. For a different environment E , the sensory manifold can change to S but the sets M s will be exactly the same as the structure of the agent is unchanged and it is exploring the same external positions x. Even if sensations s depend on the environment, the sets M s are thus environmentindependent. As a consequence, we will use the index i instead of s to denote a particular set M i . All the possible sets M i have a specific structure that can be captured to build an internal representation of the external agent's configuration. Thus, each set M i can be considered as a point on some new manifold. For this purpose, a metric function has to be introduced to define a distance ρ(M j , M k ) between every pair of sets M j , M k . Together these distances define a manifold where each point is internally related to a motor set M i and externally to an agent position x. It can therefore be used as an internal representation of the agent's external configuration. For the second toy agent, the definition of a distance between each line M i in the motor space (see Fig.2 , right) leads to the construction of a 1D manifold. The parameter q used to move along this manifold is an internal representation of the external parameter x. Note that to obtain this internal representation the agent does not have to assume the existence of space: it simply has to associate the motor commands resulting in the same sensory input with each other. The notion of space is thus a byproduct of the agent's drive to capture its sensorimotor experience in a compact way.
This section has been devoted to the presentation of the key idea that despite the environment-dependency of exteroception, an invariant representation of the external agent's configuration can be built by taking into account motor information. After a short illustration of this paradigm with two very basic scenarios, in the following section we use a more realistic agent to assess the approach.
Application to a robotic arm
In this section, we simulate a robotic arm with several degrees of freedom to test the idea that spatial information can be acquired by looking into the redundant sets M i , which are the kernels of the function σ E − s. With minimal a priori knowledge, our objective is to build an invariant internal representation of the arm's end-point configuration to illustrate the capture of the constraints imposed by the existence of space. First we present the agent and the way sensory inputs are simulated. Second, the agent's exploration and the internal representation of its external configuration are described. Finally, the results are analyzed and discussed.
Description of the agent
The agent is a three-segment serial arm with a retina-like sensor on its endpoint (see Fig.3 ). Each segment is one unit long and each of the agent's N = 4 hinge joints is actuated by a motor (with command m i , i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}). The agent thus has four motor outputs controlling the three external parameters of its retina: its [x, y] position and orientation α, although it has no knowledge of it.
The retina-like sensor is similar to a pinhole camera (see Fig 3) . The retina is regularly covered with 6 cells which are sensitive to light sources in the environment. The unitary excitation produced on the i-th cell by a punctual light source l is: environment is made up of L = 10 randomly distributed point light sources. The total excitation s i of the i-th cell is:
Algorithm for the generation of the internal representation
The internal representation of the retina's configuration in space is generated in three steps. The algorithm used during the simulation is presented in Appendix B. Note once again that building an explicit internal representation of the captured structure is not mandatory. This knowledge could be captured implicitly in the system, as in the neural network presented in [48] . However, having some explicit internal representation of the sets M i and a metric defined on them is useful for an algorithmic / semantic system as opposed to a neural network system. For example, such a representation can be used to reduce the dimensionality when sampling a new visual environment: the agent with an explicit internal representation "knows" that it needs to sample the three-dimensional space of the internal representation and not the full fourdimensional space of motor commands. In addition to this, in what follows here we build an illustration of this structure as a means to visualize and interpret the knowledge extracted by the agent.
Step 1. The agent collects the sensorimotor data by sending random outputs
T to its motors. To simplify the presentation of the results (see section 4) , we only analyze configurations whose corresponding retinal position is located within a rectangular working space. The size of the working space was arbitrarily set to {2, 1, 5} units (height and width) and with its center located 1.75 units in front of the agent. The analysis is restricted to 2500 different arm configurations. Figure Fig 5a presents the working space and a sampling of the 2500 arm configurations.
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i j Figure 4 : The Hausdorff distance between two sets M i and M j corresponds to the greatest of all the distances from a point in one set to the closest point in the other set.
Step 2. A sensory input s i is associated with every motor output m i . The sets M i of redundant motor outputs generating the same inputs s i are then determined. They are estimated using the local Jacobian of σ E and following the direction of the kernel in its motor space (see details in Appendix A). Note that the naive agent does not know this Jacobian, and that it is introduced here only to accelerate the simulation. A more realistic scenario, in which these manifolds are estimated purely on the basis of unlabelled sensorimotor data, is described in [48] . A sampling of the 2500 manifolds M i corresponding to the outputs m i is illustrated in Fig. 5b . Each manifold in the figure is approximated by 100 points.
Step 3. An internal representation of the external retina configuration is determined as the manifold of M's. This manifold is defined by computing the Hausdorff distance for every pair M i , M j . Note that any other metrics could be used instead to define the distances between the sets M i . The Hausdorff distance between two sets is the greatest of the shortest distances taken to travel from one set to the other in the metric space they belong to (see illustration in Fig.4) . In our application, the metric space is Euclidean (motor space) and the two sets are the sampled manifolds M i and M j . However, we slightly modify the Euclidean metrics to take into account the periodicity implied by the agent's hinge degrees of freedom. Indeed, the external retinal configuration, and thus the sensory input s, is unchanged modulo 2π for any motor output m i , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. This periodicity would artificially increase the Euclidean distance between motor outputs which should be closer according to sensory information (internal point of view) and to the real configuration of the robot (external point of view). We thus use a modified Euclidean distance such that the distance between the k-th sample of M i and the l-th sample of M j in the motor space is computed as follows:
with N = 4 the dimension of the motor space and:
This way, the distance between two individual motor values {m
} cannot be greater than π, while the distance between two motor configurations
} cannot be greater than √ 4π 2 = 2π. Finally, the modified Hausdorff distance between M i and M j is computed as follows:
The definition of all pairwise distances allows us to project the underlying manifold of M's. The latter is embedded into a space of a priori unknown dimensionality, but here it is projected into a 3D space for the visualization purpose. It is important to notice here again that this projection isn't mandatory and doesn't have to be explicitly performed by the agent. Indeed, all relevant information about the manifold of points of view is already contained in the metrics ρ(M i , M j ). By simply applying this new metrics instead of the natural Euclidean one in the motor space, the agent can for example reduce the intrinsic dimensionality of its motor sampling when exploring a new environment. Hereunder the projection is nonetheless a useful tool to visualize and analyze the manifold structure captured by the agent. It was performed using a non-linear dimension reduction method: Curvilinear Component Analysis (CCA) [55] . The CCA defines a position in the representational space for every projected point by trying to preserve the topology of the underlying manifold. For more details on the method, a complete description of the algorithm can be found in [55] and an example application in [45] .
Results and discussion
The resulting projection is provided in Fig. 5d , with two different views on the manifold. Colored surfaces have been added to facilitate its interpretation. Each one corresponds to a 10 × 10 uniform sampling of positions [x, y] in the working space for a fixed orientation α. Depending on the surface, this orientation varies from 0 to 360 degrees in 36-degrees steps. The color coding of the surfaces is associated, from an external point of view, to the parameter x. Figure 5c presents a qualitative representation of the manifold; a section associated to the projection of the working space for a given orientation of the retina is colored in green. As expected for the configuration of a planar object in plane, the resultant manifold has the topology of T × R 2 ; that is, a circle T (retinal orientation) times a plane R 2 (retinal position). As displayed schematically in Fig.5c , each parameter of the retina's external configuration [x, y, α] has been successfully captured: x is encoded along the manifold's height, y along its width and α along its transverse section. By discovering sets M i associated with constant sensory inputs and determining the structure of the manifold they form, the agent has thus been able to build an internal representation of its external configuration. Moreover, this manifold is built from motor sets M i which are environment-independent. Performing the same exploration in different environments thus leads to the construction of the same internal manifold. As described in §2.3, some peculiar environments could lead to the definition of different sets M i even if the structure of the agent has not changed. If they are rare, these exotic cases would be statistically filtered out over the agent's lifetime experience. If they are recurrent, a different structure would be captured by the agent, leading to an altered notion of space, but it would perfectly characterize the agent's interaction with the world and the actual spatial experience that it can have. Nonetheless, in rich enough environments the probability of having such symmetric sensory experiences should be insignificant.
It is important to distinguish the agent's internal representation of space and the illustration of this representation, depicted in Fig.5 . The internal representation is captured by the sets M i and the manifold of these sets obtained by introducing a metric on them (which is the Hausdorff distance in our example). The illustration of this representation is obtained by immersing the manifold of M's into a vector space and then showing its non-linear projection (CCA) into a three-dimensional space (see Fig.5 ). The purpose of the illustration is exclusively to facilitate the understanding of the internal representation for a reader. The illustration is rather unstable. For example, for a different working space (shape, size or position), the final projection would change. As CCA cannot preserve the metric precisely during data projection, the orientation, position and to some extent the shape of the projection would be (randomly) different from the one displayed in Fig.5d . Nevertheless, the topology of the two manifolds would be coherent. In other words, the manifolds generated by the separate exploration of two different working spaces could be patched together so as to appear as two connected pieces of a single larger manifold. This consistency highlights the fact that the agent is exploring a single external space, possibly in separate patches. Likewise, the structure of the constraints imposed by space on the agent's sensorimotor experience could be captured incrementally by progressively discovering the sets M i . When such a new experience is available, the distances to the previously stored sets have to be estimated to extend the internal manifold representing the agent's external configuration.
Furthermore, it is important to remark that the internal manifold generated in the last experiment can only be visualized because the size of the agent's working space is limited. It should not be possible to represent a manifold associated with an object configuration on the plane (two translational coordinates and orientation angle) in 3D because of the circularity involved in orientation. The use of a limited working space allows the manifold to be strongly deformed during the projection in 3D to take the circular dimension into account while avoiding any self-collision. For wider working spaces, the manifold could not be visualized in 3D but would still be explicitly described by the metrics defined on the sets M i . It would only be possible to visualize it locally. Importantly, note that the technical implementation used here (working space exploration, sampling of redundant manifolds, metric computation, lowdimensional projection) is not the main focus of the paper. The scope of the approach is generic, and it can be extended to different implementations of each step of data processing step (such as using ISOMAP [56] instead of CCA, or using a different metric on the manifolds M i ) and, of course, to other agent/environment systems. Applying the method to more complex systems would, however, lead to some technical challenges that we have not addressed in this paper. The main difficulty, as pointed out in many studies in developmental robotics [57] , would be the exploration of the motor space. Random exploration becomes inefficient as dimensionality increases. Some heuristics or bootstrapping reflexes thus need to be introduced to guide the sampling of the motor space [58] . For instance, a low-level tracking-like behavior could facilitate the sampling of the sets M i , whose dimensionality would be greater than 1 for more complex robots. Note, however, that learning space is a challenge for humans as well. Spatial reasoning remains immature until the age of 6-10 years [59] . Evidently, so many years of sensorimotor experience provide an enormous amount of data to lift the curse of dimensionality. Having a robot explore its environment for an extended period of time may thus be an inevitable cost to be paid for the autonomous emergence of such perceptual notions.
Finally, the results highlight the fact that the proposed approach relies entirely on the properties of the raw sensorimotor flow. In contrast, as mentioned in the introduction, most work on body schema acquisition hypothesizes some spatial knowledge provided a priori to the robot, through the pre-processing of sensory inputs or through additional knowledge on the agents own structure [7] . The only assumption in the present work is the hypothesis that the metric on the sets M i is topologically identical to the metric of the agent's external configuration. We thus believe that any perceptive knowledge should be discovered and grounded in sensorimotor experience. It should also be noted that some papers offer an implicit definition of body schema based on learning direct relations between motor commands and sensory inputs [60, 61] . This behavioralist approach suggests that the notion of space is somehow irrelevant to having a robot act in the world. Although this may be true for simple behaviors, we think that a compact internal representation of the world is required to create new complex behaviors. In particular, space is such a ubiquitous component of our perception that it must correspond to fundamental properties of our sensorimotor experience. Capturing them enables the efficient interpretation of future sensory information.
Conclusion
The objective of this paper was to understand how a naive tabula rasa agent can capture properties of the external space it is immersed in. The question, more precisely, is: how can it discover that such a structure exists independently of the particular objects contained in the environment when its sensory experience is heavily environment-dependent? Although the notion of space is intuitively associated with visual inputs (or more generally with exteroception), we show that considering them exclusively cannot lead to an environmentindependent notion. We thus proposed to look for spatial properties not in the agent's exteroceptive flow but in the structure of its sensorimotor interactions with the world. From the agent's point of view, the sensorimotor laws are just functions mapping its motor outputs to sensory inputs, and both the properties of the external world and its own properties are simply constraints on the shape of these functions. In particular, the structure of the external space as such manifests itself through the constraint that certain properties of these functions should not depend on the objects present in the environment. We suggested that the discovery of such constraints can lead the agent to discover the structure of external space.
The method we developed allows the agent, starting with minimal a priori knowledge, to capture those constraints and to build an internal representation of its external configuration in space. It requires the agent to notice that different motor commands can result in identical sensory inputs. This discovery reveals the existence of an underlying structure of motor sets (M i ) in the motor space. This structure can be processed as a manifold by defining a metric on the motor sets. Interestingly, from an external point of view, this manifold corresponds to the manifold of external agent's configurations in space. It is important to note, though, that to perform such an analysis, the agent does not need to assume the existence of space. Its final internal representation can simply be the result of an effort to generate a compact and invariant encoding of its sensorimotor interactions with the world.
Even if space was the main focus of this work, the processing and results presented in this paper can be linked to the rich literature on body schema acquisition and forward model learning. Indeed, the notion of space is intimately related to the agent's ability to move [41] . However, our approach differs from a large part of this literature by not assuming the pre-coding of building blocks or any processing of the sensory flow. In the line of this paper, other works focus directly on the raw sensorimotor flow to build a body schema and/or control a robot [23, 24, 25, 62] . However these approaches rarely address the question of space, instead focusing on the emergence of behaviors (however, see [43] ). Our work adds to existing research by making explicit what properties of the raw sensorimotor flow can lead an agent to perceive space.
In this paper, we have focused on capturing one property of space: namely, the fact that the notion of space is independent of the content of the environment. However, this single property does not capture the whole concept of space as we mean it from our subjective point of view. As also pinpointed by Poincaré [41] , space is felt as a container shared by both the agent and the environment. We have the subjective experience that we and the objects around us are immersed in the same space. Our next goal is to ground this property in the agent's sensorimotor experience. To do so, we will focus on discovering the displacements that space allows both the agent and objects around it to perform. Capturing such specific experiences will also overcome a limitation of the present work: the structure discovered in this paper is an internal representation of the agent's external configuration, but this broad notion includes both spatial and non-spatial parameters. One can, for example, imagine an agent similar to the one described in §3 but with an additional form of motor control linked to a pupil that adjusts the amount of light arriving on the retina. Such a non-spatial degree of freedom would be captured without distinction by our method, increasing the dimensionality of the internal manifold. By searching only for displacements or, in sensorimotor terms, transformations that both the agent and objects in the environment can perform, it should be possible to avoid capturing such non-spatial degrees of freedom. The final structure captured by the agent will thus be closer to what we intuitively expect from a notion of space.
Acknowledgment. The authors would like to thank anonymous reviewers for their useful comments contributing towards better positioning and clarity of the manuscript. The authors would also like to thank Paul Reeve for his editorial corrections. The rotary nature of the arm's actuators implies that the manifold M i is closed. This is true unless the distance from the retina to the agent's base is less than the length of one arm segment, which is not the case in our working space. (see Fig.5 ). If this were the case, the manifold M i would be split into two disjoint submanifolds due to the arm's mechanical structure. The proposed method based on the use of J to explore M i would then be unsuitable. Note that another exploration method, such as an exhaustive exploration of the motor space, could overcome this limitation.
New samples are generated until the following condition is fulfilled: Finally, the number of samples m i [j] can be different for different manifolds M i . It is thus homogenized through a standard interpolation in order to retain only 100 regularly distributed samples for each manifold.
